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WOOL YARN AND WOOL CLOTH

The Board of Trade, in consultation with the Central price Regulation Committee,
have made an Order fixing maximum prices for woollen and worsted yarn and woollen and

worsted cloth, and the maximum charges for any process done on commission in tho

manufacture of those goods#

The position regarding the control of these prices and charges is now, for the

first tine, dealt with in a comprehensive manner* The method of calculating maximum

prices is laid down for every section of the industry* Tho Order covers all the

products of tho wool spinning -and weaving industry in all p.arts of the country and

all processes, both principal and subsidiary; and forms a price control code for the

whole industry.

The Order docs not affect the methods of calculating maximum prices which

already apply to wholesalers and retailers*

Tho Board of Trade and the Central price Regulation Committee desire to express

their appreciation of the co-operation and help which hive been afforded to them by
the representatives of the wool' industry in the long and complicated discussions

which have led to the making of this order.

The Order governs the maximum prices of utility an 'well as of non-utility cloth*

Fresh Directions arc at the same time being made under the Apparel and Textiles Order

prescribing the conditions for applying tho utility mark to wool cloth, The mark may

only be applied to cloth of the kinds specified in the Schedule to the Directions,

when the maximum price of that cloth (calculated as sot out in the Wool Yarn and Wool

Cloth Order) falls within the range of prices specified in that Schedule,

A number of new specifications have been added to the Schedule and some restored

which did not appear Li the last Directions,

Directions are shortly to be issued laying down the types of garments which may

be made from the new cloths with the appropriate ceiling prices for makers-up.

Makers*-up may not begin to make up any of the new/ cloths until these Directions have

been issued.

The Order, which is to be known as the Wool Yarn and Wool Cloth (Maximum prices

and Charges) Order, 1943 (S.R. & 0. 1943 No, 118?) comes into operation on^

September 6 and can be obtained (price 3d) from H.M* Stationery Office, Kingsway, W.C.

or any bookseller*

The new Directions (The Woven Wool cloth (Manufacrure and Supply) (N0,4)

Directions, 1943 (S.R. & 0. 1943 N0.1209, price 2d) wall likewise come into force on

September 6.
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